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Many authors have attempted to extend the functors KO, Ki of [2] to 
a homotopy theory of rings [6, 7, 131. Two such attempts [6, 131 seem to lack a 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, although they give “the right KY1 .” On the other 
hand, in [7] the authors announce a number of results, including a theory 
with a Mayer-Vietoris sequence, but with “the wrong I&” in general. 
It was the definition of the path ring ER of a ring in [7] (given here in 
Sec. 3) that led me to formulate a general procedure for producing homology 
theories on categories of rings which have a Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Here 
the path rings ER play the role of acyclic models. The main advantage of 
this approach is the fact that it enables me to give a presentation for the 
“‘K,” of the theory and to compare it with Milnor’s K, . 
Given any admissible category C? of rings (defined in Sec. 1) me consider 
group valued functors G on (2’ which preserve zero object, Cartesian squares, 
and kernels of surjective ring homomorphisms. Such a functor is called a left 
exact M-I/- functor. It leads naturally to a homology theory (IQ~, i 3 I> of 
group valued functors on LZ? (def. 7.1). I f  CZ? = Ring and G = GL, we recover 
the functors K-” of [7], and in Sec. 6 we construct a homomorphism from 
Milnor’s functor K;,(R) to us ( ), GL R using our resolution. This homomorphism 
is proved to be surjective if R is a left regular ring (corollary 6.4). I f  R is 
a commutative Banach algebra over the reals, a surjective homomorphism 
Key - z,(GL(R)) is constructed (theorem 6.5) analogous to a construction 
of [6]. 
The first three sections and part of Sec. 5 is devoted to constructing 
the homology theory {IQ~} explicitely by acyclic resolutions and proving 
elementary properties. In Sec. 7, a set of axioms for such a homology theory 
is given and a comparison theorem is proved, which characterises the theory. 
Some examples of left exact M--V functors are constructed in Sec. 4. In most 
of Sec. 5 and all of Sec. 6 the special case GL is considered. Further results 
of the theory will be presented in a subsequent paper. 
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1. THE COMPLEX R, 
We shall work in the category Ring of associative rings without units and 
ring homomorphisms. A category of rings GE is admissible if it is a full sub- 
category of Ring and 
1) R in CY, I a (two-sided) ideal of R then I and R/I are in GY, 
2) If  R is in CY, then so is R[x], polynomial ring in one variable. 
3) Given a Cartesian square 
P’A 
;1 1 
0 f  
BB’C 
in Rhg with ./I, B, C in GY, then D is in 6Y. 
One may abbreviate 1,2, and 3 by saying that 6Yis closed under the operations 
of taking ideals, homomorphic images, polynomial extensions in a finite 
number of variables, and fibre products. 
Examples of admissible categories GY are Rings, Commutative rings, Rings 
satisfying a homogeneous multilinear polynomial identity with coefficients 
fl, etc. We shall always work in a fixed admissible category 6!! in sections 
1,2, and 3. 
Let T = {t,, , t, ,...} b e a countably infinite set. I f  R E obj a, let R-, = R, 
R, = R[to ,..., tn], 1z 3 0, polynomial ring in (n + 1) indeterminates. 
We shall define face operators ai : R, -+ R’a-l , 0 <i < n and degeneracies 
si : Rz + %+I> 0 < i < n. For this purpose, given x E R, , n > 0, x is 
expressible uniquely in the form 
x = 1 p&o )...) ii ,...) tn) t,” 
ma-0 
where the p, are polynomials in the variables except tg . Then 
Thus, ai , si are determined by stating that they are the identity on R, and 
aitj = tj , j<i; 
aiti = y-, 
aitj = tj+l , j>< 
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and 
s,tj = tj , j < i; 
sit, = tit,,1 ; 
sitj == tj+l ) j > i. 
Then with these operations R, = {R, , n 3 -l} is an augmented S.S. 
complex in 92 (cf. [6 Sec., 61). Let E,(R) be the principal ideal (tot, ..* t,) 
of R, and define E-,(R) = R. It is easily seen that the collection {E,(R)) is 
stable under the faces and degeneracies collection R,/E,(Rj = {R,,JE,(R), 
n > - 1 j inherits the structure of an augmented S.S. complex in Ipd. We denote 
by m the canonical map of S.S. complexes 
T: R, -+ R,/E,(R). 
Observe that RF+ R, and R ++ R,/E,(R) are functors from ed to S+(cL), 
the category of augmented S.S. complexes in FE, and v  defines a natural trans- 
formation of functors. 
Recali now that the diagram in CZz 
DAL!? 
is Cartesian in fl if 
D = {(a, 4 E A x B I f(4 = g(W 
adn pi, p, are the restrictions of the projections onto A, B. Any Cartesian 
square in 0’ is isomorphic to one of this type. We denote by AnB the product 
in G! (of course as a set it is just A x B). 
LEMMA 1.1. (ArB)[t] = A[t] rB[t]. 
Proof. I f  p, , p, are the projections of ArB to A, B, then 
is an isomorphism. Here we denote by f [t] : R[t] -+ s[t] (for f  : R + S) 
the map 
f[t] (1 Q) = c f (Ti) ti. 
We shall often identity AZ-B[t] with A[t] nB[t] under the isomorphism given. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Polynomial extension preserves Cartesian squares iti LY. That is, 
if the diagram 
D&A 
is Cartesian in GY, then so is the diagram 
WI - plEtl A[t] 
1 P&l 1 Sri1 
B[t] gltl C[t]. 
Proof- Let P = HP, d E 41 TBPI If PI(p) = A~IW If (P, d E D, 
p = C a$, q = C biti, then f(ai) =g(b,), so (ai, bi) ED. Under the identi- 
fication A[t] rB[t] = (A-B)[t] we see thus that P is identified which D[t]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If the diagram 
is Cartesian in G!, then so is 
where fn =f[t,][t,] .-- [&I. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Irz the situation of 1.3, the diagram 
is cartesian where the arrows are induced by f 11 , g, , etc., in 1.3. 
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Proof. The set S of monomiaIs of the form S = {tpt;l ... t:>s / at least 
one of the ri = 0) is a free R basis for the R module R-/E,(R) for any ring R. 
The rest of the proof follows easily from the description of Cartesian squares, 
2. MBYER-VIETORIS FUNCTORS FROM RINGS TO GROUPS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A functor G: fl ’ + Groups is a Mayer-Vietoris (M-V) 
functor if 
M-T7 1). G(0) = 1, where 0 is the trivial ring and 1 is the trivial group; 
lil- Ji 2). G preserves Cartesian squares. 
From M- 6; 1) and M-V 2) it follows that G(drrB) = G(A) rrG(B). 
I f  I is an ideal of R and r : R + R/I is the canonical projection, then let 
G(R, I) = Ker G(n) : G(R) ---f G(R/I), 
a normal subgroup of G(R). 
LEMMA 2.2. If G is a M-V functor and I1 , I, ,..., I, are ideals of R, thm 
G (R, h I,) = ; G(R, Ii). 
i=l i=l 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case n = 2. The square 
R/I1 n I2 B RI-4 
1 -1 
RI4 - R/2; + 1, 
is a Cartesian, so it follows that 
G(R,;I, n IJ - w/4) 
1 -1 
G(R,&) - G(R/‘I, + 4) 
is Cartesian. It is now easy to check that 
G(R, I1 n 12) = G(R, II) n G(R, 1%). 
Let R be a ring and n > 0. Then there are endomorphisms 
rli:Rin+Rn, O<i<?t, 
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Clearly we have 
Thus, 
by lemma 2.2. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f : R + S be a morphism in GZ. If  G is a functor 
7&j) = t j  ) j f i, 
7&f) = 0. 
(to -*. t,) = E,(R) = fi Ker 7;. 
i=O 
G(Rn , E,(R)) = fi G(R, , Ker r].J 
i4J 
from 0! to Group, then there is a commutative diagram with exact rows 
1 ----+ G(R, , E,R) + Wn) - WW-LRR) 
1 1 GCf,,) 1 
1 - G(S, , E,S) ----+ Wn) - WnIEnS). 
We call the induced map G(R, , l&R) + G(S, , E,S) also G( fn) and say thatf 
is a G-fibration if 
Wfn) : WC, 3 E,R) + Wn , Ens) 
is surjective for all n > 0. 
Observe we do not require that G(f-,) = G(f) : G(R) + G(S) be sur- 
jective. However, note the following 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a M;iJ,jkctor and suppose that G(S, , E,S) 
is con.tazked in the image of G(R,) n l G(S,) for all n > 0. Then f is a 
G-fbration. 
Proof. Let x E G(S, , E,(S)) and pick y  E G(R,) such that 
G(f& = x E G(SJ. 
We define now y. , y1 ,..., yn inductively as follows: 
~0 = Y . (Ghob-l 
yi+l = pi - (GhbiF1, n>i>O. 
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Then it is readily checked that 
and 
G(fn)yn = x 
G(~)li)~n = 1, 0 < i < n. 
Thus 
yn E Ker G(Q), O<i<n. 
Consider now the diagram 
R, -+ R,/Ker Q = R[t,, ,~.., ii ,..., t,] 
Now the inclusion R[tO ,..., ii ,..., t,J G R, is split by 
& : R, -+ R[to ,..., 2, ,..., tn] 
where El j R = 1, , li(ti) = 0; ei(tj) = tj , j f i. It follows that 
Thus 
G(Rn , Ker Q) = Ker(G(R,) --f G(R,/Ker TJ 
= Ker G(vi). 
yn E A G(R, , Ker r]J = G(%, E,R), 
i=o 
and 
This completes the proof of 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If G is a M-V functor and the diugram 
DP-A 
is Cartesian in 6T?, then the induced diagram of groups 
G(Dll , E,D) 2% G(z4.n , EnA) 
is Cartesian. 
1 (34 1 CCf,) 
G(Bn , E,B) = G(C, , E,C) 
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Proof. G(D,) = G(A,) WAG by 1.3. It suffices to prove that if 
x E G(D,) is such that G(a,&) E G(& , E,B) and G(p,)(n) E G(An , &A), 
then x E G(On , E,,D). That is, we must show that G(qJ(x) = 1, 0 < i < n 
where for any ring R, rli : R,, + R,tL is as in the paragraph preceding 2.3. 
The maps qi have the property that if R 3 5’ is a ring homomorphism, then 
oh, = h,vi : R, + S, . 
Now G(u,)(x) E G(B, E,R) so G(c+J G(qJ(x) = G(qJ G(uJ(z) = 1 and 
similarly 
G(Pn) G(rlJ@) = 1, O<i<?Z. 
Thus G(qJ(x) = 1, 0 < i < n, since the diagram 
G(L;1,) = G(A,) 
I Gb,,) 1 @fn) 
G(B,) = G(C,) 
is Cartesian by 1.3; hence x E G(D, , E,D) by the argument at the end of 
the proof of 2.4. 
If  G is for the moment any functor Q + Group we may apply G to the 
projection 
in : R, + R,/E,R 
to get an exact sequence of augmented S.S. group complexes 
1 --+ G(R, , E*R) -+ G(R,) -+ Q* -+ 1 
where Q* is the image of 
and G(R, , E,R) = (G(Re , E,R), n > -11 with face and degeneracies 
induced from G(R,). 
LEMMA 2.6. G(R,) is aspherical; that z’s ri(GR,) = 0, i 3 0, fw the 
augmented homotopy groups (see [6 Sec. 11). 
Proof. The inclusions j, : R, -+ R,+l satisfy a,j, = j+r& , 0 < i < n 
and i?,,j, = lR . Thus the complex R, is contractible [6, Def. 7.11 and 
consequently so fn G(R,). By [6, Lemma 7.21 this implies that 
mi(GR+=) = 0, n 2 0. 
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From the exact homotopy sequence ([S]) we deduce using 2.6 that 
%+a?*) ” %(G(R* > Km 
for all 71 3 0. In particular 
dG(R* I 4JW = 42+J and 
COROLLARY 2.7. ai(G(R, , E,R)) is abelian for alZ i > 0 (see [8, p. 681). 
DEFINITION 2.8. K:+,,(R) = n-,(G(R, , E,R)), n 3 0 where 5713 is the 
augmented homotopy ([6, Sec. 11). 
Suppose now that G : C! + Group is an M-V functor and f  : R -+ S is 
a G-fibration. Then there is an exact sequence of S.S. group complexes 
1 --N,--+ G(R, , E,R) c(f*l G(S, , E,S) 
where G(R, , E,(R)) = (G(Rn , E,R), n > -11, with faces and degeneracies 
induced from G(R,). We define 
4%f> = Tw*)* 
Observe that since f  is a G-fibration, G(R, , E,nR) G’f~) + G(S, , E,S) is 
surjective for n 3 0. This is sufficient to give the long exact sequence of 
augmented homotopy groups (surjectivity of G(f-,) is not needed for this 
sequence) : 
-.I --z KF+JS) --+ am” --f /ciG(R) + /tic(S) ---f -.~, i > 2. 
Observe that r,(N,) is abelian for 71 >, I, so KiG(f) is abelian for i > 3. In 
this generality there is the following 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose that f : R--f S is an Q morphism and 
G(fn> : G&J - G(Sn) is surjective for n 3 0. Then K2”(f) is abetian. 
Proof‘ By 2.4 f is a G-fibration and we have a diagram with exact row and 
columm 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
I-N, - W, , E,R) d G(S, 3 -f-&S) 
1 1 1 
1 -+M*- G(R,) G(f*) G(S*). 
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Also, G(&) and G(S,) are aspherical (lemma 2.6). Since G(R,) -+ G(&) is 
surjective for n > 0, the exact homotopy sequence implies that M.+ is aspheri- 
cal. Also, N.+ <1 G(R,), hence N.+ 4 IV* . I f  we consider the fibration 
it follows that 
~+@fdNzJ = T(N*), i > 0. 
Since M,/N, is a group complex, ?T~ is abelian and hence am” is abelian for 
i > 2. 
THEOREM 2.10. Suppose that the diagram 
is Cartesian in Ol where g is a G-jibration and G is a M-V functor. Then p is 
a G-jibration and there is a long exact Mayer-Victoris sequence 
em- + K;+~(C) -+ IC~~(D) -+ K~~(A) @ ICY’ -+ K~~(C) --t . . . . i > 2. 
Proof. By proposition 2.5, the diagram 
G(Dn , E,D) = G(An , EnA) 
1 G&J 1 GCf,) 
G(Bw , E,B) = G(C, , E,C) 
is Cartesian and G(g,) is surjective, n > 0. It follows that G(p,) is surjective, 
n > 0 and hence that p is a G-fibration. Also, G(c,J induces an isomorphism 
Ker G(P,J s Ker G&J, n 2 0. 
Consider now the diagram of augmented S.S. group complexes 
1------+x*----+ G(D, , E,D) % G(4, , E,A) 
12 1 W,) 1 GCf,) 
l---+Y*----+ G(B, , E,B) c(g,) G(C, , E,C) 
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where the rows are exact, so X, and I;.+ are the kernel complexes. Since 
GhJ and Gk.J are surjective, n >, 0, we get an induced commutative 
diagram of exact homotopy sequences 
with KEG E KiG(g). It follows now by a familiar construction that one has 
the exact M-Jr sequence in the statement of the theorem. 
There is one case where the kernel complex Ker G(f.+) can be identified. 
To see this we make the following 
DEFINITION 2.11. The diagram in 6!? 
is a short exact sequence (s.e.s.) iffis injective (- Kerf = 0), g is surjective, 
and the image off is equal to the kernel of g. Thus f  is a normal monomor- 
phism in @ and f = Ker g. The functor G : 6F-t Groups is left exact if 
the sequence 
1 + G(A) - G(f) G(B) Go\ G(C) 
is exact in the category of groups. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If A A B -% C is a s.e.s. in 62‘ and g is a G-$bration 
where G is a left exact M-V functor, then 
cifn) I------+ G(& , E,A) - G(B, , E,B) G(g,) G(C, , E,$) - 1 
is exact for all n 3 0 and at all points except G(C-, , E-,C) = G(C) for 
n=-1. 
Proof. A,,& & B, -2% C, is a s.e.s. in 6Z for all n, so G(&) = 
Ker Gk,) : WL) -+ G(C,). All is clear from the remark that 
G(fn)(Wn , -&A) = G(fn)G(&) * W, , 83). 
Thus if G is a left exact M-J/ functor and 
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is a s.e.s. with g a G-fibration we have the long exact sequence 
... w Kf+l(c) d KiG(A) - KiGW d Ki”( C) __f . . -. 
3. HOMOTOPY IN RINGS AND APPLICATION TO M-V FUNCTORS 
I f  R is a ring then the polynomial ring R[x] admits two homomorphisms 
onto R 
where 
azi j R = lR and axi = i, i=O,l. 
Of course, a,l(~) = 1 has to be understood in the sense of Sec. 1 if R lacks a 
unit. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two ring homomorphisms fs , fr : S -+ R are homo- 
topic, writtenf, Nfr , if there exists a ring homomorphism 
f : S 4 R[x] 
such that azof = f. and a,lf = fi . 
Since R[x] admits an automorphism a!, 01 j R = lR , 01(x) = “1 - x”, 
we have 2,Oa = 8.l and a,% = aas. Consequently, f. N fl implies that 
fl Efo . One may take the transitive closure of the relation N to get an 
equivalence relation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The ring R is contractible if 0 E 1; that is, if there is 
a ring homomorphism f : R --+ R[x] such that 2,Of = 0 and a,lf = lR . 
Following Karoubi and Villamayor [7] we define ER, the path ring on R, 
as the kernel of a00 : R[x] -+ R, so ER + R[x] A’+ R is a s.e.s. in L?‘. Also 
ii,l : R[x] ---f R induces a surjection 
al 
ER”-R 
and we define the loop ring SZR of R to be its kernel, so we have a s.e.s. in 0! 
a,1 QR---+ER--+R. 
Clearly QR is the intersection of the kernels of azo and L&l. 
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LEMMA 3.3. For any ring R, ER is contractible, 
Proof. ER = Ehite sum z r.x(, ri E R, r,, = 0~. Define a homomorphism 
ER L ER[y] 
by &J5& ri.yp) = x ri(xy):. Then 
agO 0 y  = 0, ayloq = I,, and 
the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that G : 6Z + Group is a functor and R is a contsac- 
tible rirzg. Then Key = 0 for all i > 2. 
Proof. Let f  : R + R[x] be such that 3,O 0 f  = 0, ax1 0 f  = IR . Let 
g : R[x] + R[tn+J be given by g / R = 1, , g(x) = &. Consider the 
composition g, 0 fn = yn : 
R, 5 R[x], 
1 “n lg* 
R n+l = %.+Jn 
Since 2-O 0 f  = 0, f(R) C ER C R[x] and consequently gf(R) C t,+IR[t,+l]. 
Thus v,,(E,R) C E,+,R. Hence we have the diagram of natural maps 
“n R, - %l 
1 1 
R,/E,R - &,IIJ%,IR 
and applying G we deduce that G(gn,) : G(R,) -+ G(R,J induces a map on 
subgroups 
G(v,) : G(R, , -W) -+ Wn,, 3 En+&. 
Observe that a,v, = ,,+,ai , 0 < i < rz and from the commutative diagram 
R, = R, 
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we deduce that aTz+rvn = lRn . Thus, {G(v,J} is a contraction of the complex 
G(R, , E,R) and 0 = T~(G(R, , E,R)) = &s(R). Observe that this result is 
valid for any group valued functor G on L7. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a left exactfunctor CC+ Group. Then ax1 : ER + R 
is a G-jibration. 
Proof. We must show that 
G(ER, , E,ER) co,) G(Rn , E,R) 
is surjective for n > 0. In fact, we shall exhibit a right inverse for G((a,l),). 
Now for the ring R, the diagram 
is a s.e.s. in 12?. Since G is left exact, it follows that we may identify G(R, , E,R) 
with G(E,R) and G(ER, , E,zER) with G(E,ER). 
Define now a ring homomorphism 
$1. R, - JWn , n 3 0, 
by #n 1 R = lR , &(tJ = xti , 0 < i < n. Then #,(E,R) C E,,R[x]. 
Since (a,o),,z Z/L~ = 0, the short exact sequence 
(do) 
E!RI,- RCXI, -* R” 
shows that &(EnR) C E,R[x] n E(R), = E,nER. 
Thus, #n induces a homomorphism called by the same name 
s,bTz : E,R + E.,,ER 
and it is clear from the definition that (a,l), #.B = lRn, so &, is a right 
inverse for (azl),n restricted to E,ER. It follows that 
G((&z%) : ~V-LER) - WnR) 
has the right inverse G(&) : G(E,R) + G(E,ER). This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. If  G is a left exact M-V functor, it is possible to show that 
the qG are homotopy functors. That is, if f .  _N fr : R + S, then 
KiG(fo) = %“W* 
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To prove this it is equivalent to know that G(%,l) and G(Z,O) induce the same 
map on homotopy 
To prove this, it suffices to show that the inclusion R + R[x] induces an 
isomorphism tciG(R) + qG(R[x]). But the s.e.s. ER ---f R[x] + R is a G-fibra- 
tion, since it splits. The long exact sequence now shows that 
is an isomorphism. I am indebted to the referee for this remark, 
Remask 2. Theorem 3.4 shows that in our theory the contractible rings 
play the role of acyclic models and Theorem 3.5 shows that the surjection 
ER + R plays the role of an acyclic resolution of R. We shall explore this 
analogy in the comparison theorem of Sec. ‘7. 
4. EXAMPLES OF M-V FUNCTORS 
The main examples we have in mind are subfunctors of GL., . Let Ring be 
the category of rings and 9? the category of unital rings and unital homo- 
morphisms. Then the forgetful functor W E Ring has a left adjoint R --t R+ 
where Rf == Z @ R as a group and 
(n, s)(m, 1.X) = (nln, ns, + WlY + ssl), 
so R+ is an augmented Z-algebra with augmentation ideal ((0, r) / I’ E R> 
which we identify with R. Denote the unit element (1, 0) of R+ by 1 and let 
E : Rf + Z be the augmentation ~(.n, r) = n. 
If  S is a unital ring, then denote by T : Sf + S the canonical homo- 
morphism ~(n, s) = ne + s where e is the unit element of S. Furthermore, 
let A!&(S) be the ring of n x n matrices over S and let GL,(Sj be the group 
of units Mn(S). As usual [2] denote GL(S) = lim G&(S). 
DEFINITION 4.1. If  R is any ring, set 
GL,‘(R) = Ker G&(E) : GL,(R+) -+ GL(Z). 
Thus, an element x E GL,‘(R) is of the form x = 1, + y, where 1, is the iden- 
tity matrix and y  E MS(R). Let GL’(R) = lim, G&‘(R). GL, is clearly 
a functor from Ring to Group. That this definition is compatible with the 
definition for unital rings is the content of 
481/x8/1-5 
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LEMMA 4.2. If S is a unital rirzg, then GL,Jq) induces an isonwrphism of 
GL,‘(S) C GL,(S+) otzto GL,(S). 
Proof. An inverse for GL,>A(v) 1 GL,‘(S) is given as follows. Let 
x = (xii) E GL,JS). Then one verifies that ((1 - e) Sij + xij) = x’ E GL,‘(S) 
and x H x’ is the desired inverse homomorphism. 
CONVENTION. We shall henceforth drop the prime from the notation 
GIJ,‘, speaking only of GL, . By 4.2, this is tantamount to identifying GL,‘(S) 
with GL,(S) in the case of a unital ring. 
Let X, be a set with n2 elements X, = cv I- 11, xl2 ,..., x,,) and =WJ 
be the free associative algebra with unit on set X, ; it is the tensor algebra 
on a free abelian group with X, as basis. 
I f  M = (mij) E M@), th en M determines a unital homomorphism 
S,, : Z(X,} ---t R+ by xii -+ mij . I f  p E Z(X,}, we say that M satisfies the 
polynomial p provided 6;(p) = 0. A subset T C Z{X,}, possibly empty, 
determines a subset TR C M,(R) by 
11/1 E TR o 6,,(p) = 0, p E T. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let 02 be admissible and F be a subfunctor of GL, 
restricted to 6Y, F is an C&algebraic group if there is a subset T C ZjX,} such 
that for any ring R of ed 
F(R) = GL,(R) n TR . 
Thus, F(R) is a subgroup of GL,(R) an consists of precisely of those units d 
of MJR) which satisfy all polynomials p E T. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that CZ is the category of commutative rings. Then 
one defines the @-algebraic groups Spzn and SL, , etc. the usual definition 
being somewhat complicated by the fact that we don’t insist our rings have 
unit. 
EXAMPLE 2. Where GY is Rz’tzg and N, is the upper unipotent subgroup 
of GL, ; that is, N,(R) = (M = (mij) 1 mij = 0, i > j, and mji = l}. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 63’ be admissible and F be a subfunctor of GL, 
Festricted to @, which is an 6Y algebraic group. Then F is left exact M- V functor 
02-t Group. 
Proof. Let 
f 
Ac--+E- g c 
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be a s.e.s. where we assume A is an ideal of B. Then since GL, is left exact, 
1 -+ GL,,A --f GL,,$+ GL,C 
is exact in Group. Let T be a set of polynomials of Z{X,] defining F, so 
FR = GL,Rn TR, R E obj &I?. 
If III EF(B) with F(g)(M) =I,, , then ME GL,(A) n TA = F(A). That 
F(A) +F(B) is injective is obvious. 
Suppose now that 
is Cartesian. Then 
GL,JD)= GL,(A) 
1 GLJo) ’ GL,W j. 
GL,(B)~GL,(C) 
is Cartesian in Group. Suppose N E GL,(D) is such that GL,(p)(x) EF(A) and 
GL&J)(x)EF(B). TV e must show that x: EF(D) = GL,(D) f~ TD. Let 
p E T, 6, : Z(X,) -+ Df. Then p, u induce pf, cf., p+ : D+ + A+, uf : D+ -+ B+, 
and 
Pi% = &xnbM 
u+s, = &Jcd(x) - 
Thus, p+s,(p) = 0 and a+&.(p) = 0. Th e roo is completed by observing p f 
that 
D’ 22 ,& 
is Cartesian, so S,(p) = 0 and J E GL,(D) n To = F(D). 
Observe that GL is a left exact M-V functor, and if Q? is the category 
of commutative rings, so are SL and Sp. 
EXAMPLE 3. An important functor which is not a iW-l7 functor is the 
elementary group. Let &i(R) be the subgroup of GL,(R) = GL,'(R) generated 
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by all .7&(r), 
subgroup of 
TER, 1 <i, j<n, i+j (see [2]). Equivalently, &n(R) is the 
GL,(R) generated by the upper unipotent subgroup and the 
lower unipotent subgroup (compare example 3). Let b(R) = lim, &an(R). 
Then d is a functor from Ring to Group which preserves surjections. We shall 
see that d does not preserve Cartesian squares, even if the morphisms are all 
surjective. 
Let S = {a E Cc 1 ( z 1 = I> = (ezrie, 0 E R> = ((cos 27~8, sin 2~9) E Rz, 
6ElR) 
so = ((1, O), (-LO)) c Sl 
D, ={zES1/Imx>O) 
D- =(xE,!P]Imz<O}. 
If  X is a space, let R(X) denote the real valued continuous functions on X. 
Then the diagram of restriction maps 
D = R(P) -% 1w(D,) = A 
l3 = [w(D-) II, W(S”) = C 
is Cartesian in Ring withf and g surjective. Let x E SL,(D) C SL(D) C GL(D) 
be the matrix of functions 
i 
cos 27re sin 2770 
-sin 2~0 cos 2Te ) = nqe) 
where 0 < 0 < 1 and 0 parametrizes the point ,a = ezrris E S1. Then x 
represents a non-zero element of K,(D); for there is a homomorphism 
K,(D) -F T~(GL(IFQ) g Zj2.Z and the image of x is the generator of this 
cyclic group. 
However, one can show by methods of [9, Sec. 71 that &(p)(x) = 0 
and K,(cT)(x) = 0. Very briefly, here is the idea for K,(p). One defines a 
homotopy All,(e) of M(0) (0 < 6’ < +) to the identity in SL,(A) by 
w(e) = ( 
cos 2nte sin 27&3 
1 
0<6<& 
-sin 2de cos 2de O<t<l. 
Then one partitions the interval 0 < t < 1 so finely, 0 = to < tr < t, .** 
< t, = 1 so that A!f8TM& is close to the identity. By lemma 7.4 of [9], 
iW~~iW<~, is a product of elementary matrices and hence, taking products, 
rcl, = M,(e) = M,(B) MO(B)-1 is a product of elementary matrices. 
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Now we can show that the diagram 
a(D) cpo rqA) 
-1 au) i ef) 
d(B) cpo a(c) 
is not Cartesian; for since K&)(x) = 0 and ICI(u)(x) = 0, G&)(X) E b(A) 
and G,!,(O)(X) E &(B). But x 4 6’(D) since its class in K,(D) is not zero. This 
completes the argument. 
5. DEFINITION OF qG AND THE SPECIAL CASE KY” 
Suppose now that 0! is admissible and G : i2+ Group is a left exact 
M-V functor. Then for any R in 6Y, we may identify G(Rn , E,,R) with 
G(E,R)? by applying G to the s.e.s. 
E,R --+ R,,z + R,JE,R. 
We make the identification of G(R.+ , E,R) with G(E,R) = {G(E,R), 
12 > -1) with the induced face and degeneracies. 
We need to observe that the image of G(2,) : G(E,R) + G(R) is a norma! 
subgroup of G(R). For consider the diagram 
14 G(E,J?) - WM) 
where G(R) 3 G(R[t,,]) is induced from the inclusion R A R[t,] and 
splits G(R[t,,]) ---f G(R). Let x E G(R) and y = G(a,)x, z E G(EoR). Then 
G(L)(X) . x . (G(b)(x))-l E G(E,,R) and G(&J(G(b)(x) . x . (G(G)s)-I) = q~-l. 
Hence we define 
This may be considered the “- 1” homotopy group of the complex G(E,R). 
Suppose now that 
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is a s.e.s. of C!J and g is a G-fibration. Then we have a commutative diagram 
with exact rows 
1 -----+ G(E,A) - W-W) - G(E,C) - 1 
Wd 11 W,) 11 wo70) 11 G@,) 
1 - G&4) - WA - G&C) ---+ 1 
1 GKJ,) 1 Gca,) 1 aa,) 
1 - G(A) - G(B) ___t G(C)* 
It is easy to verify that null homotopies of G(E,,C) (i.e., G(&)(Ker G(a,J / 
G&C)) are taken under the connecting homomorphism of the snake lemma 
to the coset G(&,) G(J3a.A) of G(A)/G(a,) G(E,A). Thus the snake lemma 
extends the exact homotopy sequence: 
5.1. ,G(A) 3 KBG(B) 3 KaG(C) --+ lQG(A) * qG(B) -+ Kl”(C>. 
Here the connecting homomorphism IC$~(C) -+ Key is that of the snake 
lemma. It is no longer the case, however, that the groups in question are 
abelian. 
To extend the Mayer-Victoris sequence, assume that the diagram 
D P’A 
la !f 
B-SC 
is Cartesian in 6Y with g a surjective G-fibration. Then Ker plz s Kerg, , 
n > -1, so 
GWer PM + GNKer g)d- - 
Thus KiG(Ker p) E KP(Ker g), the Mayer-Victoris sequence continues: 
Key -+ ICKY @ KS’(B) + “z”(c) -+ qG(D) -+ q"(A) rK,G(@. 
Let us examine the special case of a contractible ring. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If  R is contractible, tlaen K,~(R) = 0. 
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Proof. Letf : R + R[t,,] be such that 
SF0 f = 0, a;/f= 1s ~ 
Thenf(R) C ER = Ker $, = E,R, so we have the diagram 
andZ,of = I. 
This shows that G(a,) : G(E,R) -+ G(R) is surjective and hence K,~(R) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If R E obj 0, then IC~~(SZR) is abelim. It is isomorphic 
t0 KzG(@. 
Consider now the case lpi = Ring and G = GL. We shall describe ~1”. Cal! 
9(R) the image of 
GL(B,) : GL(E,R) -+ GL(R). 
Recall that GL(R) = GL(R+, R) = Ker GL(c) : GL(R+) --z GL(Z). 
LEMMA 5.4. c?(R+) n GL(R) C S(R). 
Proof. Let m E b(R+) n G(R). Then 
WV = fi Ei,,j%((n, , T&)), TZ, E Z, T, E R* 
a=1 
Then Y = GL(3,)y where 
so we must show that y E GL(E,,R). But y  E GL((E,,R)+), so we must show 
that y  = 1 mod E,R, E,,R the augmentation ideal of (l&R)+. The result 
follows from the commutative diagram 
VW)+ 
a,+ 
>R’ 
where the vertical arrows are the augmentation homomorphisms. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. Key is an abelian group. 
Proof. By Whitehead’s lemma [IO], d(R+) = [GL(R+), GL(R+)], from 
which it follows that 
b(R+) n GL(R) Q GL(R) 
with abelian quotient group. Since cY(R+) n GL(R) C S(R), we deduce that 
Key = GL(R)/Y(R) is an abelian group. 
There is an exceptionally neat description of Key in the case R has a unit. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If R has a unit, then 3(R) is the subgroup UP(R) of 
GL(R) generated by unipotents. 
Proof. Suppose x E GL(R) an d x = 1 + N where N is nilpotent. Then 
xl = 1 + Nt, E GL(E,R) 
and GL(B,) X, = X. Thus 
UP(R) < 3(R). 
Conversely, suppose y  E GL(E,R), so y  is of the form 
y  = 1 + 4)Yl + to% + ... tosys, 
where yi are matrices over R. Then by linearization [I] i.e., multiplication by 
elementary matrices of the form E,(t,%), we can reduce y  to the form 
1 + t,,x, where x is a matrix over R. The elementary matrices J&(r) = 
GL(8,) &(t,“r) are clearly unipotent, and since 1 + t,,~ in invertible, it 
follows that x is nilpotent, and 1 + x = GL(B,)(l + t,,~) is unipotent. Thus, 
GL( aO)y E UP(R). 
Remark 1. If  R has no unit, then 3(R) = UP(R+) n GL(R). This follows 
from the diagram 
1 - GL(R) - GL(R+) - G-W) - 0, 
0 ----e- K+(R) - i&R+) -&Z)-0, 
whose rows are split s.e.s’s. 
Remark 2. It follows that K$~(R) is a quotient group of k;(R) if R has 
a unit. I f  R is noetherian regular ring with unit, it follows by a theorem of 
[3] that KF~(R) = K,(R). The same theorem of [3] together with proposition 
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2.4 imply that if f : S + R is a surjection with R noetherian, regular with 
unit, then f is a GL-fibration. 
We shall now show how to extend the exact sequence of a s.e.s. 
with g a GL-fibration to the K,, terms. For this purpose we need recall results 
of [5]. A neat account of this theory can be found in [II]. A supplemented 
Z-algebra A is a ring together with ring homomorphisms 
such that E A 7 cz = 1, . There is a category 9(Z) of supplemented Z-algebras 
where a morphism f : A --j B is a ring homomorphism such that EJ = cB , 
One denotes A = Ker Ed , the augmentation ideal of A. The diagram in 
the category of supplemented Z-algebras 
is a s.e.s. if 
is a s.e.s. in Rixg. It is obvious that the functor “adding a unit” Ring --f 92 = 
rings with unit, R - R+, f --f f+, is an equivalence of the category Rilzg with 
the (non-full) subcategory of W whose objects are supplemented Z-algebras 
and morphisms are morphisms of supplemented Z-algebras, 
Given A in Y(Z), one defines 
Ei(A) = Ker K,(c.~) : L&(J) -+ K,(Z), i = 0, I, 
where Ki are the functors of [2]. E$ are functors from Y(Z) to the category 
of abelian groups. 
THEOREM 5.7 [5]. Let 3 -2 B -% C be a s.e.s. in Y(Z). Then there is 
a six tevllz e,ract sequence 
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Furthermore, 8 is natural, in the sense that given a commutative diagram 
in Y(H). 
A, -fi, B, --f-L c, 
la lb b 
AfBBC 
where the rows are s.e.s.‘s, then the diagram 
is commutative. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let A --L B -5 C be a s.e.s. in Ring. Then there is 
an exact sequence 
El(A+) _3 “‘+) Kl(B+) 1’8’! Kl(C+) 2 E&g+) 3 K&j+) ?!?!i$ Ko(c+) 
where a is natural in the obvious sense. 
This exact sequence is the basis of the extension of the exact sequence 5.1, 
in the case of a GL-fibration g : B -+ C. 
We observe first that a GL-fibration g : B -+ C is surjective. For GL(g,,) : 
GL(E,,B) + GL(E,C) is surjective and examining Er,(ct,,) E GL(E,,C) the 
assertion follows. 
Suppose now that R is a ring. Then K,(R+) = GL(R+)/S(R+). Clearly 
GL(R)/GL(R) n &(R+) _C xl(R+). We shall see that this is in fact an equality. 
For let x E GL(R+) be such that the class of X, [x], in K,(R+) is in El(R+) = 
Ker K,(E) : k;(R+) + KQ). Then x1 = GL(c)(x) E GL(Z) C GL(R+) via 
inclusion Z C R+ and 
[xylx] = [x] - [x1] = [x] 
since [xJ = 0 in K,(Z), hence in K,(R+). But GL(E)(x;%) = 1, so 
X;‘X E GL(R) C GL(R+). We have proved 
LEMMA 5.9. &(R+) = GL(R)/GL(R) n &(R+). 
Now Key = GL(R)/Y(R), and by lemma 5.4, GL(R) n d(R+) C Y(R). 
Thus, K:‘(R) is a quotient group El(R+). 
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THEOREal 5.10. Let $ A B -% C be a s.e.s. in Ring with g a GL-fibratio% 
Then the map a of 5.7 factors through ICI”(C); that is, in tke diagram 
:‘, iC+) d - i< (;\‘I 0 
there is a unique,factorization ICY” + &(A+) making the diagram commuta- 
tive. It follows that the exact sequences 5.1 and 5.8 give an exact sequence 
... -+ fry(A) ---t $(B) --f KY(C) + q)(&) - Ko(B+) - Ko(C+). 
Proof. Since A 3 B -% C is a s.e.s., we have a commutative diagram 
with rows s.e.s’s 
E,,A - E$ d E,C 
-1 1 
I 
-1 
where the vertical arrows are 3, : t, --f “1”. Then 5.7 gives a commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
IQ(EOB)+) -+ IQ(E,,C)+) 2 &((EJ)+) 
Now since g : B +- C is a GL-fibration, GL(g,) : GL(E,B) --f GL(E,-,C) is 
surjective, so ff,((E,,B)*) -+ ifi((E&‘)+) is surjective. Thus, 
a : ff,((E,C)+) -+ KO((E,A)‘) 
is zero and hence 
a(Im lQ(L,C)+) -+ Al) = 0, 
But the image of K1((L,C)+) + E;(C+) is exactly the cosets of .X(C) with 
respect to GL(R) n b(R+) in GL(R) (see 5.9). This shows that 
a : lqc+> + K&IF) 
factors through KI”(C) = GL(C)/S(C). 
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6. THE HOMOMORPHISM Ii&(R)-+ Keg 
We shall define in this section a homomorphism 4 from Milnor’s functor 
Ka of a unital ring R to our group KF~(R). In general, little can be said about 
this map. However, if R is a noetherian left regular ring we shall prove that 
# is surjective. As in [6, 91 we shall study a lower bound for @(R) when R 
is a commutative real Banach algebra over W. I do not know a complete set 
of relations for K:‘(R) when R is a field. In this case, K,(R) is easily described 
[9,4] so one has a good upper bound for @(R). 
Recall [9, 12, 61 that if R is a unital ring, then St(R) is the quotient of 
the free group GR on symbols Zij(r); 1 < i f  j; Y E R, by the normal subgroup 
generated by elements of three types: 
St-l) a,j(T) Zij(S) 5& + s)-1; 
st-2) [2ij(T), akl(s)l~ i+~.+kftfi; 
s-3) p&(Y), .&(S)] &(a-1, ifjfkfi. 
Let rr : GR + St(R) be the projection and denote Xij(T) = rr(.+&(r)). Then 
define a map v’ : GR + E(R) by C/(&,(Y)) = Eij(r). There is a unique 
homomorphism p : St(R) + E(R) such that the following diagram commutes 
Then one defines K,(R) to make the sequence 
1 ---+ K,(R) - St(R) L E(R) - 1 
a s.e.s. of groups. Milnor [9] proves that K,(R) is the center of St(R) and St(R) 
is the universal central extension of E(R) [12]. 
We define a homomorphism 
a/P : GR -+ GL(E$) 
by the rule #1(5.iij(r)) = &(tOr). Observe the following commutative diagram: 
GR 2 GL(E$2) 
1 
c’ 
1 Gm,) 
W) - = GL(R) 
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It is obvious that $1 maps a relation of type St-l or St-2 into the identity. 
Furthermore 
$‘([Z.&), .zjk(s)](2j~:(rs)-1) 
= E&s(t$ - to)). 
Observe that y = rx(t,*t, - t,t,) E E,(R) has the property that 
Thus 
a()y = 0 and sly = iT(t,” - to). 
E&s(t,” - to)) = GL(il,)(E,,(y)), 
with Eij(r) E Ker GL(i3,). Denote by CO = GL(E$?)/GL(Q(Ker GL(Q). 
Then there is a unique homomorphism 4 : St(R) -+ C, such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Here GL(E,(R)) --f CO is the projection; since GL(J,) GL(3,) = GL(B,) GL(&), 
we have GL(i&)(GL(%,)(Ker GL(i3,)) = 1 and GL(F,) factors uniquely through 
C, in the above diagram. From the commutative diagram with exact rows 
1 __f &(R) _f St(R) - E(R) - 1 
1 * IA 
1 ---j &R) - CO __f G;(R) 
we deduce that # induces a homomorphism also called $J : K,(R) -+ K,G~(R). 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.1. If R is a unital ring such that inclusion R -+ R[.x] (poly- 
nomn.ial ring) induces an isowzorphism K,(R) --f K,(R[x]) then # : St(R) -+ C, 
is surjective. Consequently K2(R) --f IC:” R is surjective under these ciwum- ( ) 
stances. 
Observe that R -+ R[x] has a left inverse R[x] 2% R so K,(R) -+ Ka(R[x]) 
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is a split monomorphism for i < 2. Consider the K-theory exact sequence 
of the epimorphism R[x] z% R (see [9]) 
K,(R[x]) + K,(R) + K,(R[x], ER) -+ K,(R[x]) - k;(R) -+ 
which yields a split exact sequence 
0 --+ K,(R[x], ER) --+ K,(R[x]) + K,(R) --f 0. 
The hypothesis of 6.1 guarantees that K,(R[x], ER) = 0. Recall [9] that 
K,(R[x], ER) is defined by the exact sequence 
1 -j $(R[x], ER) + GL(R[x], ER) --f K,(R[x], ER) -+ 0 
where GL(R[x], ER) is the subgroup of GL(R[x]) of matrices congruent to 1 
modulo ER, and G”(R[x], ER) is the normal closure in &(R[x]) of the subgroup 
generated by the elementary matrices of the form E,(rx). Furthermore, 
by writing an elementary matrix in $(I?[. 1) 1~ as a product of one on b(R) with 
elementary matrices of the form Eij(rx), it is easily verified that 
LEMMA 6.2. &(R[x], ER) is equal to the set of products of elements of 
the form 
wE,(rx) w-1 
where w E b(R). 
Recall now from Sec. 4 that GL(R[x], ER) = GL(ER), a subgroup of 
GL((ER)+) C GL((R[x])+) 1 GL(R[x]). Under th ese identifications &‘(R[x], ER) 
is the subgroup of GL(R[x]) generated by the products of the form given 
in lemma 6.2. We have shown 
LEMMA 6.3. If  K,(R) -+ K,(R[x]) is a?z isomorphism, then GL(E,,R) can 
be described as the set of products of elements of the form 
WE&to) u-1, w E 8(R), 
the multiplications taking place in GL(R[t,]) C GL((R[t,])+). 
We now proceed to the proof of 6.1. Suppose that ME GL(E,R). By 6.3, 
ill is a product of the form 
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Write each L+ as a product of the form 
WI: = n. 4,&J 
and define 
Observe that mk(tl) depends on the particular representation of wIz as a 
product of elementary matrices. Let 
311 = %(h) ~i,ilh~o~l) W&,)-l . . . %W -&n&z~O~l) %(G)-l- 
Setting t, and t, equal to zero, we see that NIX E GL(ErR). Also, 
GL(L,j M1 = M. But GL(B,) Ml = S is a product of elementary matrices 
of the form Eij(~t,) E Im 4’ : G, --) GL(E,$). Thus the coset of M in 
C,, = GL(E,R)/GL(i?,) Ker(GL(8,)) 
is equal to the coset of S E Im 4’. This shows that 
* : St(R) + c, 
is surjective and completes the proof of 6.1. 
COROLLAIY 6.4. Suppose that R is a left regular unital Gag (so R is left 
n.oetherian and every f.g. R module has $nite honzological dimension). Then 
4 : &(R) - K?(R) 
if suijectiz~e. 
Proof. It is proved in [3] that if R is left regular, then K,(R) - K,(R[x]) 
is an isomorphism. 
To complete this section, we shall show how to obtain the lower bound 
for KFL(4j if 4 is a commutative real Banach algebra. In this case, 
A, = cl[to ,...) t,] and E,,f = (to . .. til) &map into the set flOm+: of singular 
n + 1 cubes in (1 in a natural way [6, Sec. 61. This determines a homomor- 
phism of S.S. group complexes 
as in [6]. I f  x E GL(E,,/l), then the “front faces” of (x) are constant at the 
identity and hence w determines homomorphisms 
&(A) = m,GL(E,A) -% ~n+dG-Wb 
The arguments of [6, Sec. 61 show 
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THEOREM 6.5. If /1 is a cowmutative Banaclz algebra over the Teals, then 
WO : lc;L(fl) - 4GWJ)) 
is surjective. 
Using results of [9], theorems 6.1 and 6.5, it is easy to show 
COROLLARY 6.6. If R is a7zy unital ring which imbeds as a subring of the real 
numbers, then the “tame symbol” 
( , )m : ww --f q= 
induces a subgroup of order two in Key. 
7. THE COMPARISON THEOREM 
Let dyl be an admissible category of rings. Let Gr and Gs be left exact 
M-V functors from GT? to Group and let t : GI -+ Gz be a natural transforma- 
tion. From the commutative diagram with exact rows 
G,(E,R) = G,(R) - K?(R) - I 
1 tE,R 1 tR 1 LR 
G,(E,R) 2 G,(R) - K?(R) - 1 
we see that t induces a map t,,, : K?(R) -+ K?(R). It is easy to see that 
tl:KIG,-+/c~~ is a natural transformation. We shall extend t, to a connected 
sequence of morphisms ti : IC? --j $2, viewing (~2, n 3 l}, i = 1,2 as 
a “homology theory” in a sense to be described. We shall see more generally 
that two “homology theories” may be compared if there is a morphism 
comparing them at some degree. Since the contractible rings are not in general 
projectives in CT!, the theory is somewhat different from the familiar compari- 
son theorems of homology theories on abelian categories with enough 
projectives. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let at be an admissible category of rings. A homology 
theory rP, on GY consists of 
(1) A family P of surjective homomorphisms of ~2’ called $brations, 
(2) A family {H, , n > l> of functors H,, : c%+ Group with H,(R) 
abelian for all n > 1, 
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(3) For every s.e.s. of 01 
with g E F, morphisms 
(we shall often write simply a,,, if g is understood) satisfying axioms 
Ax 1) For each R in LJ?, azcl : ER + R is in .P, 
Ax 2) F is closed under composition, 
Ax 3) If the diagram 
is Cartesian in G? and g E 9=, then p E F, 
Ax 4) The morphism 8,,+,(g) of 3) is natural in the sense that given 
a commutative diagram in G! with rows s.e.s.‘s 
df'Bg'C 
and with g and g’ in 3, then the diagram 
H,+,(C) = H,(A) 
1 H,+,(c) 
lH&) 
H,,+,(c')* N&4') 
is commutative for n > 1. 
k-c 5) H,(E) = 0, n > 1, if E in C! is contractible. 
A&x 6) If A f_ B --% C is a s.e.s. with g E F, then we have the long 
exact sequence 
... + N,t+,(d) - Hn+1(f) H,+,(B) -?++%- H,+,(C) 
an+l(g) > H,(A) - . ..-+H.(B)--+Hl(C) 
481/18/1-6 
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Remark 1) If  G is a left exact AI- r functor, then {Key, i > l} is a homology 
theory where 9 is the collection of G-fibrations. 
2) If  H.+ is a homology theory and if the diagram 
is Cartesian with g E 9, Ax 3) implies that p E 3. Then Ker p s Ker g and 
one obtains in the standard way an exact Mayer-Victoris sequence terminating 
on the right with H,(A) ?TH,(B). For this construction, ,4x 4 and AX 6 are 
used. 
We can now state the theorem of comparison between two homology 
theories. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let H* and K* be two homology theories on 67 withjbrations 
FH and SK respectively. Let 9 = 9H n Sj and suppose t, : HI ---z Kl 
is a natural transformation. Then there is a unique family of natural transforma- 
tions ti : Hi + Ki , i > 1, extending t, suclz that whenever A -L B -5 C 
is a s.e.s. with g E 9, the diagrams 
L+l,C 
1 
Gl.A 
K,,(C) - 
‘kg) K,(A) 
commute for all n 3 1. 
Proof. Uniqueness. Let ti : Hi + Ki and ti’ : Hi---f Ki , i > 1, be natural 
transformations, t,’ = t, , such that whenever 
is a s.e.s. in a with g E 9, we have commutative diagrams (n > 1) 
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SUppOX that t, = ti', 1 < i < n > 1, We shall show that fnfl = t:,,, _ 
Let C be in G? and consider the s.e.s. in c”z 
QC---+EC- 
8,’ c. 
By Ax 1, Zz’ E 9, and by Am 5 and Ax 6 we have isomorphisms 
G+,(C) 
iif+&‘) ___f K&x), for 12>1. 
From the commutative diagrams 7.4 we deduce that 
t n+1,c = a:+&y 0 &,QC 0 a:+#,:) 
=G -;+;,(a,')-' 0 t;,,, 0 a~+*@~') = t;+l,$ ? 
and the proof of uniqueness is complete. 
The uniqueness proof suggests that we define t; : Hi--f K, inductively, 
given t, : HI -+ KI , by 
t 7el.C = af+;,(a,l)-’ 5 t,,nc 0 a,“,,(axf). (7.5) 
Thus, (7.3) will automatically commute for g = a,l, A = QC. The p$lems 
will arise in showing that me get the same morphism tnil,c if EC k C is 
replaced by another surjective fibration X -“L C with X contractible, and 
in proving commutativity in (7.3) for any s.e.s. 
with g E 9. 
Assume now that the natural transformations t, , t, ,..., t, have been 
defined such that (7.3) commutes for rz < k - 1. We define t,+,a, by equa- 
tion (7.5) above for 11 = k. 
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose 
is a s.e.s. in LX with g G 9 am? B contractible. Then 7.3 emmutes with n = k. 
Proof. By Ax 5 and Ax 6, a,“(g) and &K(g) are isomorphisms. We must 
show that 
t,+,,C = a:+l(g)-1 ’ &A ’ a:+l(d. 
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Let D be the fibre product of 
Bg,CxEC. 
SO 
is Cartesian in a. By Ax 3, p1 and o1 are in P. Let ED -% D be the evaluation 
of the path ring at 1 and let 0 = (pi o 7i , p = pi o 71 , and 7 = g o O, o 71 = 
a; 0 p1 0 71 . Thus we have a commutative diagram 
A----+Bg’C 
where a,‘, g, and r are in S (the latter by & 2) and are surjective, and F 
is defined to make the rows s.e.s.‘s in 6Y. Of course, EC, ED, and B are 
contractible. Applying dx 4 we have a commutative diagram 
It follows that 
af+;,(g)-l 0 tk,.d 0 af+l(g) = aE+JT)-l o t,,, o a:+&->. 
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Similarly, one proves that 
gt+&-l 0 t,,, 0 &y+:,(T) = af+;,(a,‘)-’ 0 t,,&#, 0 a;+@,‘) = t,,,,, I 
This completes the proof of 7.6. 
We now assume that 
is a s.e.s. in G! with g E 3. Let EB x B be the evaluation at one and 
construct the commutative diagram with rows s.e.s.‘s 
Applying 4x 4 and Ax 5 we get a commutative diagram 
dHk+,(K = 
d HJA’! 
I\. 
HkW 
,iH I"1 
H 
- k+lty’ 
t 
k+l,C I 
k,B K 
We have identified the left vertical arrow with tk+,,c by lemma 7.6. Finally, 
one deduces from this diagram the commutativity in 7.3. 
It remains to prove that t,+l is a natural transformation. C f_ Cl be a 
morphism in @ and construct the commutative diagram with rows s.e.s.‘s 
LX-EC-C 
1 D(f) b(f) If 
QC’ ---+ EC’ -----+ C’ 
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Applying Ax 4 and Ax 5 and the fact that t, is natural, we get a diagram 
H 
kc? “I 
s 
I\ 
H,+,(f) 
+k 
K,(f) 
h G 
K, LQC’, 
Except for the left face, all faces of the cube commute. Here the horizontal 
arrows are connecting isomorphisms. We deduce finally that the left face 
commutes and t,,, is a natural transformation. 
Remark. The technique involved in the proof of 7.3 can be generalized 
to a comparison theorem of homology theories in certain non abelian catego- 
ries lacking projectives. 
There is one further comparison theorem we wish to discuss. Namely, 
in Theorem 5.10 we showed how to extend the exact sequence of a GL-fibra- 
tion to K, terms. However, the functor K,, does not satisfy Ax 5, although 
{K:‘, i >, l> is a homology theory on Ring in the sense of 7.1. 
DEFINITION 7.7. A homology Theory {Hi , i > l} on Ring with SF the set 
of GL-fibrations is K, aldgrnented if given any s.e.s. 
with g a GL-fibration there is a morphism 
such that: 
1) If  the commutative diagram 
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has as rows s.e.s.‘s and g and g’ are GL-fibrations, then the diagram 
Hl( C) v(g) ___f &(A’) 
1 
H,(Y) i- .K+fj 
Hl(C’) s E&-l”) 
commutes and 
2) the extended sequence 
H,(B) x H,(C) a1H(g) ___f I&(A+) - ado jQBfj 
is exact. 
THEOREM 7.8. If {Hi , i > l> and {Li , i 2 l} we K,-augmented homology 
theories, then there is a unique collection of natural isomorfhisms 
ti : Hi+Li 
such that fey any s.e.s. in Ring 
AfBg‘C 
with g a GL-Jibratioz, the diagram 
H,,(C) a,X,,o H,(A) 
1 ti+l.C 1 ti.A (7.9 
L,+l(q at+dg) - L,(A) 
commutes for all i > 0, where H,(A) = L,(A) = EO(A+) and t, is the identity 
morphism. 
Clearly, the problem is to define and prove the uniqueness of t, (whence it 
follows that t, is an isomorphism), by theorem 7.2. 
Let C be a ring and consider the s.e.s. 
a1 
!2C-EC&C. 
Then one has a commutative diagram with exact rows 
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Since aHa,‘) is a monomorphism, it follows that tl,c is unique if it exists. But 
the exactness of the rows above implies that H,(C) and&(C) are both kernels 
for 
R&m)+) + K&EC)+). 
Thus, there is a unique t,,c making the diagram commute. The remainder of 
the proof, that (7.9) commutes for i = 0 and that t, is natural, is entirely 
analogous to the proof of 7.2 and is omitted. 
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